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Tom's guide is supported by the audience. When you purchase through a link on our website, we may receive affiliate commissions. Learn more See also Microsoft launched the latest windows 10 feature upgrade this week, although this is the fourth upgrade since mid-2015, the launch of the operating system and the
process is more structured than in November 2015, when the first update was released, but it has not been maintained with the confidence of death rate counters and taxes. For one thing, they face an upgrade method filled with options like the other related to Microsoft's operating system for decades. Easy download:
Lazy and waiting for itMicrosoft again to stagger through Windows Update over several months due to previous feature upgrades. So while every unmanaged PC should get 1709 in the end, not all will be seeded with a new code immediately. You don't need to do anything to get updates John Cable, program director in
the group responsible for providing Windows services in a Tuesday post to the company's blog it will automatically launch for you through Windows Update if you choose to install updates automatically on your device Microsoft has been coy about the criteria used to identify personal computers used before, but the
assumption is that they are the newest and/or those who think there will be the best chance of upgrading without problems. The company uses data generated by the baking of Windows 10 and intense telemetry to freeze the problematic system based on how well similar systems process upgrades. Waiting for a PC to
open can take a long time: At the end of August, users reported in the Microsoft Support Forum that they had not seen the 1703 upgrade launched in April. 5.Microsoft enterprise download volume Add Windows 10 1709 to the Volume Licensing Center (VLSC) immediately, a portal that has downloaded products to
enterprise customers with volume-of-data licensing agreements, including enterprise agreements. That's a change from this spring, when the company released 1703 aka Creators Update, although the 1703 started pressing the Windows Update button on April 5, but it wasn't until May 1 that the upgrade made to the
VLSC Customer Agreement, Microsoft's Products and Services Agreement (MPSA) should head to the business center to download Windows 10 Enterprise 1709, Microsoft suggested instead. Each version (Windows 10 Pro, Windows 10 Enterprise, Windows 10 Education) will point to the exact same .iso, so you need to
download [it] only once, Michael Niehaus, product marketing director for professional Windows.IT, using system center configuration manager (SCCM). .iso Deployment tools and disk image tools must be Make sure [to] select the appropriate image index in any workflow that you create or update, Niehaus warns,
referring to multiple versions within a single .iso. Note: It organizations must run SCCM 1706 - July version - to deploy Windows 10 1709, as well as the Windows Assessment and Deployment Pack (ADK) 1709, the latter can be found here. This means that WSUS-based IT can start pushing 1709 to selected users - as
Microsoft suggests - or even all users (less recommended), the Windows Update for Business Update (WUfB) option, a spin-off from Windows Update that Microsoft launched nearly two years ago, can also be used to deliver 1709 to employees. However, as with Windows Update, the consumer level of delivery is largely
in Microsoft's hands (WUfB relies on the same services and mechanisms as Windows Update) for previous upgrades - say 1703 - Microsoft did not cut them loose and began providing services through WUfB until about four months after its original release date (a stretch known as the current branch was used to collect
user feedback, identify bugs, and then modify it). Microsoft told customers in late July that 1703 was ready for a broad deployment. At the time, the company said it would continue to announce acceptable business miles for each issue. It is expected that 1709 will mark between mid-and-late February 2018, that is, when
WUfB will swing to action in most cases and start shoving 1709 to end users. There are several reasons for using WUfB - simplicity for one – but important ones must have the ability to postpone upgrades, what Windows Update can't do from Windows 10 1703. October 17, 2018 Quick option: Just download it for
impatient alternatives in Windows Update or WUfB, for that matter is the software download page that Windows 10 live from a PC running Windows 10 is already upgrading to 1709, starting with clicking the click of an instant update button, copyright © 2017. IDG Communications, Inc. Windows 10 is widely regarded as
one of the best Windows versions for quite some time, with clean lines, familiar but cool interfaces and many technical upgrades, it is the most popular and powerful version of Windows for travesty as Windows 8 seems to have the most awesome features and round them up. Until they are truly useful, Microsoft is back in
the form with WindowsWindows 10 versions that have been continuously updated with us since 2015, and at that time there is an opportunity to help Microsoft claw back from the brink after the disaster, that is, Windows 8 Microsoft seems to be doing what you hope the company will do after extensive feedback, take a
closer look, decide what to do and get the update, remove the troublesome aspects. What works is one of the best Windows operating systems of the year, from the moment you first shot Windows 10, it looked and felt fluid and fluid. If you activate it in the default setup process, you will be able to log in with your finger or
biometric data, which means you can kiss the old school password. Windows Hello also runs on tablets, phones, and workout bands running Windows 10.The Live Tiles is still available. However, it can be disabled through a time-consuming manual process. It's satisfying that Microsoft seems to accept the feedback that
the initial version of Live Tiles is not friendly to traditional keyboard and mouse users, and this version makes sure that even if they are still available. But they are much easier to use when you are not in tablet mode. If you're a big fan of voice control, the changes that Windows 10 brings to Cortana, Microsoft's voice
assistant, will be up your alley. Of course, if you're not a big fan of voice control, you can disable the service so that the lovely Cortana doesn't peek. Explaining the following from Internet Explorer is not really fair, but Microsoft persisted and polished until Edge became ... actually a legitimate browser option. There are
also many tweaks for power users, including the ability to change individual displays in multiple monitor settings. If you're opting for the opposite terminal, there's a handy tablet mode switch, so as soon as you remove your tablet (if that's how you roll). Tablet mode is automatically enabled. It's also fast and fluid, no matter
which mode you're using, with an extra fast start. Windows 10 also has a good relationship with other apps and platforms that you might share. Universal app, a program that is available on all Windows devices, features and is versatile and versatile. Microsoft's app store makes installing apps very easy, as long as you're
happy. And ultimately, if you're a gamer, you'll like xbox games through because it lets you play your Xbox games on any Windows device (within reason) through the Xbox app, it's a paid service, but if you peel off, you'll be impressed with the flexibility. Unless you are a mac user who is not solid! Of course, haters are
haters and Mac fanboys are big fans, but anyone with the right approach to the operating system must realize that when they go to Windows 10 is a great option. Given that most people don't have many options when it comes to the operating system, we should be very pleased that within the range of what is available to
us, we should have Windows 10.
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